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Description 

Even more difficult than finding space to build increasingly taller skyscrapers, is finding room to 
place new urban underground infrastructure. Urban underground space is an extremely rare 
and limited resource, and the growing underground race demands efficient solutions due to 
climate changes in our atmosphere. Subways, underground parking lots, gas piping, drainage 
and sewers systems have been built over the years in large cities around the globe, and, in 
several cases, built without any master planning or blueprints. In this class, we will present how 
Civil 3D can be used to design drainage systems in a high density urban underground 
infrastructure environment and how Dynamo can help to enhance the workflows. 
 
Speaker(s) 

Halan Oliveira is a civil and drainage engineer and since 2014 has been working with 
infrastructure construction and design in the Brazilian Army. After Rio 2016 Olympic Games, 
Brazilian Army had to carry out a project for the construction of new separated drainage and 
sewer networks in the Military District of Rio de Janeiro, a neighborhood with 4.5 sq.km where 
stormwater and wastewater are routed directly to an important Guanabara Bay's affluent, and 
Halan Oliveira was designated to lead the design team. He is working on this project 
implementing algorithms and using Autodesk solutions for Building Information Modeling, as 
Civil 3D, Infraworks and Recap. Brazilian Congress awarded his project as the best 
infrastructure project in the 1st Public Administration/BIM Award in Brazil in 2018, and in 2019 
Autodesk recognized his job choosing him as 1 one of the 3 finalists of the Autodesk AEC 
Excellence Awards in the Infrastructure Design/Small Projects category. 
  

Learning Objectives 

 Model a drainage system in a high density urban underground environment using 
Civil 3D and Dynamo 

 Swap network parts through Dynamo 
 Run interference check tool in Civil 3D 
 Solve interferences between two networks using Civil 3D 
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Introduction 

In 2019 Autodesk released Dynamo for Civil 3D, a visual programming application which allows 
users to automate tasks by creating graphic scripts. 
 
The magic behind Dynamo is not about creating new commands or buttons for Civil 3D, but 
automating repetitive tasks by the combination of existing Civil 3D commands into new scripts 
and without using any programing language. 
 

Motivation 
How to design an underground network in a high density urban underground infrastructure 
environment without demolishing any of the existing pipes and structures? How to do that when 
you don’t have any blueprints or CAD files of this existing underground infrastructure? 
 
This industry talk will present how these problems where solved using Civil 3D and how 
Dynamo for Civil 3D boosted the productivity of an entire design team in a large drainage 
project in an important neighboorhood in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
 
Note: It is recommended that the readers of this handout have basic knowledge of Dynamo for 
Civil 3D, since that Dynamo interface and basic commands will not be discussed. 
 

A real case in Rio de Janeiro 
Subways, underground parking lots, gas piping, drainage and sewers systems have been built 
over the years in large cities around the globe, and, in several cases, built without any master 
planning or blueprints. 
 
In the Military District of Rio de Janeiro, a neighborhood which encompasses several military 
installations in an approximately 450 ha (1.74 sq.mi) area, an entire underground infrastructure, 
with sanitary sewers and drainage networks, was built before World War I. Other networks like 
gas piping and internet cables were also built in the following decades. 
 
This situation, allied to the limited space inside the military installations and to other unexpected 
events, like trees’ roots growing towards pipes and structures, created an extreme complex 
urban underground environment with a high pipe network density. 
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Figure 1 – An example of a high density urban underground environment (Source: 

https://twitter.com/CityMinneapolis/status/1130588684976152576/photo/1) 

No blueprints and no registers 
In this case in Rio de Janeiro, most part of the underground infrastructure was built with no 
blueprints being left for the next generations. 
 
In 2017, after Rio Olympic Games, military installations started to face problems like flooding 
and sewage overflow, and Brazilian Army started a project which aimed to built new sanitary 
sewers and storm network in the entire Military District. 

 
Figure 2 – Several existing structures in a narrow street inside a military installation 
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To overcome the problem of not having blueprints and CAD registers, the Army design team 
decided to use Civil 3D to model the existing underground systems, and, since 2019, Dynamo 
graphic scripts to process the existing BIM models and the data collected from land surveys. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 – BIM models and excel data were processed with Dynamo for Civil 3D to create 3D pipe networks 

Prior installations 
In the project, Brazilian Army designers used Civil3DToolkit package in Dynamo.  
Note: For this handout explanation, 1.1.9 was the version used, but if you download a more 
recent one, just pay attention to change the nodes with warning messages. 

 
Figure 4 – Civil3DToolkit 1.1.9 was the version used in this case study 

 
Figure 5 – After Civil3DToolkit installation, it appears under Add-ons in the Library window 

Note: Besides Dynamo and Civil3DToolkit package installation, it was necessary that a surface 
had been loaded inside the DWG file. 
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Figure 6 – EG surface loaded in the DWG file 

Initial land survey 
An initial land survey had to be carried out to get 4 basic information of the existing sanitary 
sewers and storm network and write them in an Excel file: Name of each structure, Sump 
elevation, position X and position Y. The main line’s structures were registered in the 
MANHOLES tab (Figure 7) and the lateral lines’ structures in the INLETS tab (Figure 8). 
Note1: Rim elevations were not necessary because a surface had already been loaded. 
Note2: Manholes’ data had to be written from upstream to downstream. 

 
Figure 7 – Main structures tab 

 
Figure 8 – Lateral structures tab 
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Model a drainage system using Civil 3D and Dynamo 

Running scripts from Dynamo Player 
In order to avoid designers to unintentionally change the scripts, all of them were runned directly 
from Dynamo Player (#2 in Figure 9), which is located under Manage tab in Civil 3D. 

 
Figure 9 – Dynamo and Dynamo Player icons are under Manage tab in Civil 3D 

After opening Dynamo Player for the first time, they browsed to the folder where the scripts 
were saved by clicking on the icon #1 (Figure 10). After that, all .dyn were showed (#2 in Figure 
10). 

 
Figure 10 – Dynamo player window 

Editing inputs and running the “Create storm network from Excel” script 
The “Create storm network from Excel” script worked by reading the Excel file (Figure 7 and 
Figure 8) and creating a pipe network with a reference surface. 
 
Note: “1,500 x 1,500 Rect Two Tier Structure 400 dia Frm 100 FmHt 175 Slab 175 Wall 200 
Floor” was the default part for main line’s structures, “750 x 750 mm Rectangular Structure” was 
the default part for lateral lines’ structures, and Concrete Pipe SI was the default Pipe Part 
Family.  
 
To edit the necessary inputs of the script, it was necessary to click on the #3 icon in Figure 10, 
so Figure 11 box appeared. 

1 2 

1 
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Figure 11 – “Create storm network from Excel” script inputs 

After designers have informed all the necessary inputs, they could run the script (#1 in Figure 
11) and the storm network appeared in the Model. 

 
Figure 12 – CAD file loaded as XREF inside Civil 3D file (on the left) and 3D pipe network created after running 

“Create storm network from Excel” script (on the right) 

1 
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Figure 13 – 3D view of the created network 

 

Group color scheme 
Figure 14 shows the color scheme used in the project. 

 
Figure 14 – Groups color scheme 
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Graphic script 
To view and edit any graphic scripts, team members had to click on Edit in Dynamo icon (#4 in 
Figure 10, or #1 in Figure 9), so the window of Figure 15 appeared.  

 
Figure 15 – “Create storm network from Excel” graphic script in Dynamo 

Each chunck of the script’s groups (Figure 15) is detailed in the following figures. 

 
Figure 16 – Script inputs; creation of the pipe network in the current document and with the input name (Chunck #1) 
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Figure 17 – Gets pipes and structures’ part sizes for manholes creation (Chunck #2) 

 
Figure 18 – Imports main line’s structures data from Excel and creates a list; creates a temporarily unitary reference 

400 mm concrete pipe to get its diameter and then delete it (Chunck #3) 

 
Figure 19 – Creates manholes’ insertion points list from Excel list in Figure 18 in a while loop (Chunck #4) 
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Figure 20 – Imports lateral lines’ structures data from Excel and creates a list (Chunck #5) 

 
Figure 21 – Creates lines for main line pipes’ centerlines from points list of Figure 19  (Chunck #6) 

 
Figure 22 – Creates main line’s pipes from line of Figure 21, main line’s manholes from Figure 19 points’ list, and 

both from selected parts of Figure 17 (Chunck #7) 
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Figure 23 –Creates lateral structures’ insertion points list from Excel list in Figure 18 in a while loop (Chunck #8) 

 
Figure 24 – Gets pipes and structures parts sizes for lateral structures creation (Chunck #9) 

 
Figure 25 – Creates lines for lateral lines pipes’ centerlines from a while loop and from points list of Figure 23 

(Chunck #10) 

 
Figure 26 – Connects main pipes to end structures, and reverses the the pipes and manholes´ lists of Figure 22 to 

connect to start structures; shows main line geometry in Dynamo interface (Chunck #11) 
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Figure 27 – Gets manholes’ names from Excel and changes the main line pipes and manholes´ names (Chunck #12) 

 
Figure 28 – Connects lateral pipes to end manholes in a while loop (Chunck #13) 

 
Figure 29 – Creates lateral line’s pipes from line of Figure 25, lateral line’s inlets from Figure 23 points’ list, and both 

from selected parts of Figure 24 (Chunck #14) 
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Figure 30 – Changes inlets names, connects lateral pipes to start inlets, sets reference surface to the entire pipe 

network and change main line and lateral line pipes’ diameters from input value in Figure 16 (Chunck #15) 
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Figure 31 –Show lateral pipes and structures’ geometries in Dynamo interface and changes lateral lines pipes’ names 

from inlets’ names (Chunck #16) 

Custom nodes 
In order to “Create manholes’ insertion points list” group’s functions (Figure 19) and “Create 
lateral structures’ insertion points list” group’s functions (Figure 23) work properly, it was 
necessary to create a custom node with a loop function (Figure 32 and Figure 33). To “Create 
lines for lateral lines pipes’ centerlines” group’s functions (Figure 25) also work, it was 
necessary another specific custom node (Figure 34 and Figure 35). Finally, to “Connect lateral 
pipes to end manholes” group’s function (Figure 28) work, it was necessary one more custom 
node (Figure 36 and Figure 37). 
 

 
Figure 32 – “Centerline_points_from_structures_list” function 

 
Figure 33 – In this function, an initial point’s list is read, each point representing structure´s sump position is created 

from input Excel data (Figure 7 and Figure 8) as an item, it is translated upwards by the initial pipe radiues value 
(Figure 18) and it is added to the end of the initial list 
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Figure 34 – “Lateral_lines_centerlines” function 

 
Figure 35 – In this function, an initial line’s list is read, each point representing inlet´s position is created from Figure 

23 list as an item, its nearest manhole is selected from manholes list (Figure 19), the distance between them is 
calculated, a line connecting their positions is created as an item and it is added to the end of the initial list 

 
Figure 36 – “Connect_lateral_pipes” function 

 
Figure 37 – In this function, lateral pipes, manholes and all structures points’ lists, and an initial unitary list are read, 

the distance from each inlet to all manholes are calculated, the nearest manhole is selected and the associated 
lateral pipe is connected to it as end structure. In the end, an item is added to the end of the initial list. 
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Swap network parts through Dynamo 

As Dynamo doesn´t have a specific node to define pipe Network parts list automatically, it was 
necessary to define a Network parts list for the pipe networks which the team wished to run the 
following scripts. For that, they accessed the Layout Settings tab inside Network Properties 
(Figure 38). 

 
Figure 38 

After that, designers were ready to insert the necessary inputs for the “Swap pipes” and “Swap 
structures” scripts in the Dynamo Player (#1 and #2 in Figure 39). 

 
Figure 39 
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Swap pipes 
The “Swap pipes” script worked by initially selecting the desired pipes and pressing the Run 
button (Figure 40). All available pipes parts sizes in the drawing were then listed (Figure 41). 

 
Figure 40 

 
Figure 41 

After that, they navigated through the drop down list, chose the most appropriate pipe part size, 
typed its index in the box above the list and then clicked on the Run script button again (Figure 
41). The pipes were swapped and the result appeared in the Model. 
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Figure 42 – “Swap pipes” graphic script 

Swap structures 
The “Swap structures” script worked by initially selecting the desired structures and pressing the 
Run button (Figure 43). All available structures parts sizes in the drawing were then listed 
(Figure 44). 

 
Figure 43 
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Figure 44 

After that, they navigated through the drop down list, chose the most appropriate structure part 
size, typed its index in the box above the list and then clicked on the Run script button again 
(Figure 44). The structures were swapped and the result appeared in the Model. 

 
Figure 45 – “Swap structures” graphic script 
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Run interference check tool in Civil 3D 

“Create sanitary network from Excel” script (Figure 10) worked analogously to the script 
presented above. After designers had run both scripts and created the design network, the 
result was the creation of a complete urban underground 3D model. 

 
Figure 46 – Complete urban underground 3D model 

After the existing systems were modeled and the design network was created, it was possible to 
run the Interference Check tool in Civil 3D, so all interferences between any two networks were 
identified.  
 

 
Figure 47 – Interference check parameters’ definition 
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Figure 48 – The maximum distance between any pipes or structures was set to 20 cm 

 
Figure 49 – Interferences between existing storm network and new design network 

 

 
Figure 50 – Two interferences between sanitary network and new design network 
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Solve interferences between two networks using Civil 3D 

To solve interferences, designers opted between changing the manholes’ position if it was a 
horizontal interference, or by changing the pipes’ parameters, such as slopes or elevations, if it 
was a vertical interference. 

 
Figure 51 – Pipe properties 

 
Conclusion 

Civil 3D itself had already been proved to be a great tool to design parametric pipe networks, 
but with the realease of Dynamo for Civil 3D, it is being possible to model existing conditions in 
an automatic way. The creation of two simple graphic scripts in Dynamo are also helping the 
designers to swap multiple parts at once, improving the productivity of an entire design team. 
Finally, as an additional result, the whole underground infrastructure of an entire neighboorhood 
is being modeled using BIM and can be used in future projects. 


